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3.I Picturing Motion
. A motion diagram shows the position

of an obiect at successive times.
. In the partide model, the obiect in the

motion diagram is replaced by a series

of single points.

' An operational definition defines a

concept in terms of the process or oper-

ation used.

3,2 Where and When?

' You can define any coordinate system

you wish in describing motion, but
some uue more useful than others.

. While a scalar quantity has only magni-

tude, or size, avector quantity has both
magnitude and a direction.

' A position vector is drawn from the

origin of the coordinate system to the

object. A displacement vector is drawn

ftom the position of the moving object

at an earlier time to its position at a

Iater time.

. The distance is the
Iength or magni-
tude of the disPlace-

ment vector.

3.3 Velocity and Acceleration
' Velocity and acceleration are defined in

terms of the Processes used to find
them. Both are vector quantities with
magnitude and direction.

' Average speed is the ratio of the total

distance traveled to the time interval.
. The most important part of solving a

physics problem is translating words

into pictures and sYmbols.
. To build a pictorial model, analyze the

problem, draw a sketch, cltoose a coor-

dinate system, assign symbols to the

lirrown and unknown quantities, and

tabulate the symbols.
. Use a motion diagram as a physical

model to find the direction of the accel-

eration in each part of the problem.
' aver€ge sPeed

; instantaneous
velocitY

'average
acceleration

Rwieuting Conceqts

Section 3.1

1. What is the purpose of drawing a

motion diagram?

2. Under what circumstances is it legiti-

mate to treat an obiea as a Point
partide?

Section 3.2

3. How does a vector quantitY differ

from a scalar quantitY?

4. The followihg quantities describe

location or its change: position, dis-

tance, and disPlacement. Which are

vectors?

5. How can you use a clock to find a
time intewal?

Section 3.3
6. What is the difference between aver-

age velocity and average sPeed?

7. How are velocity and acceleration

related?
8. What are the three Parts of the

problem solving strategY used in
this book?

9. ln which part of the problem solving

strategF do you sketdr the situation?

1O.In which part of the problem solving

stratery do You draw a motion
diagram?
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ApplYrng ConcePts
ulio, tfr" following combinations and explain
" 

*n, eacJr does not have the properties needed

toi.r.rlU. the concept of velocity: Ld + Lt'

Ld - Lt, ad x a,, L'tl\d.

12.When can a football be considered a point

particle?

rs.When can a football player be treated as a

point Particle?
ta.When you enter a toll road, your toll ticket is

,t"*p"d 1:00 p.t''t. When you leave' after travel-

ing 5! miles, your ticket is stamped 2:00 p'u'

What was your average speed in miles per

hour? Could you ever have gone faster than

that average sPeed? ExPlain'

l5.Does a car that's slowing down always have a

negative acceleration? ExPlain'

16.A croquet ball, after being hit by a mallet'

slows down and stops. Do the velocity and

acceleration of the ball have the same signs?

Problems
Create pictorial and pltysical models for the follow'

ing problems. Do not solue the problems'

Section 3.3

17.A bike travels at a constant speed of 4'0 m/s for
5 s. How far does it go?

18.A bike accelerates from 0.0 m/s to 4'0 m/s in
4 s. What distance does it travel?

19.A student drops a ball from a window 3'5 m

above the sidewalk. The ball accelerates at

9.80 m/s2. How fast is it moving when it hits

the sidewalkl

20.A bike first accelerates from 0.0 m/s to 5'0 m/s

in 4.5 s, then continues at this constant speed

for another 4.5 s. What is the total distance

traveled by the bike?
21. A car is traveling 20 mi s when the driver sees

a child standing in the road. He takes 0'8 s to

react, then steps on the brakes and slows at

7 .O mls2. How far does the car go before it

stoPs?

22.You throw a ball downward from a window at

a speed of 2.0 mis' The ball accelerates at

9.8 m/s2. How fast is it moving when it hits

the sidewalk 2.5 m below?

23.If you throw the ball in problem 22 ttp instead

of down, how fast is it moving when it hits the

sidewalk? Hint Its acceleration is the same

whether it is moving uP or down.

Critical Thinking Problems 

-Each of the following problems inuolues nt)o obiects'

Draw the pictorial o;nd physical models for each' Use

different symbols to rEresent the position, uelocity, and

acceleration of each object. Do not solue the problem'

24.A car is traveling 25 m/s to the east, while a

truck, initially 625 m away, is moving at

20 m/s to the west along the same road' Where

do they meet?

25.A truck is stopped at a stoplight. When the

light tums green, it dccelerates at 2-5 m/s2' At

the same instanL a car passes the truck going

15 m/s. Where and when does the truck catch

up with the car?

26.A tuck is traveling at 18 m/s to the north' The

driver of a car, 500 m to the north and travel-

ing south it2+ m1", puts on the brakes and

slows at 3.5 m/s2. Where do they meet?

Going Further
[.[sing What You l(now Write a problem and make

a pictorial model for each of the following motion

diagrams. Be creative!

a End
a-a a a a

b Begin StoP
a a a a aaa

I
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Follow the link on the Glencoe Homepage at

unrw.glencoe.com/sec/science to fi nd out

more about this chaPten

Begin
aa

End
a a a.


